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BIG BOT CREW

Journey into a parallel universe and join a 
disparate gang of techy teens as they build 
tomorrow’s robots on the outskirts of a 
sprawling exotic metropolis. With fast-
moving, high impact graphics, Quickspin’s 
most action-packed offering yet is a 4x5 
reel, 40 paylines video slot featuring unique
Bigbot respins and free spins.

A cast of helpful robots guide players through the game, with special symbols that include the 
Bigbot Wild which triggers respins. The Bonus Scatter is also included, which initiates free spins. 
When three bonus scatter symbols appear in the same spin, eight free spins are unlocked, while 
one additional free spin is also awarded for every Bigbot Wild symbol fully landing on the reels. 

For promotional material go to clientarea.quickspin.com



Game Sheet

Game events

Information

Game ID

Channels

16:9

Desktop & Mobile

Game Resolution

For promotional   
material go to  

clientarea.quickspin.com

All our games support by default 6 game 
events that you can use for any purpose 
(achievements, rewards, tournaments…)  
For Big Bot Crew these are:

Volatility (1-5)

Min bet

Default bet

 € 0,2 

€ 1,00

Max bet € 100

Scatter 
Madness

Hit a scatter symbol 
in a spin

60,62%

#Winning Hit a spin with a win 
that is equal to or 
more than 10 times 
your bet

1,86%

I LOVE 
ROBOTS

Hit a wild symbol in 
a spin

124,55%

GEAR 
MASTER

Hit a win with any 
gear symbol

15,10%

ROBOTS 
SQUAD

Hit a re-spin feature 1,11%

#AUTOMA-
TION

Enter the Free Spin 
Bonus

0,73%

Game Feature & RTP 

Bigbot respins
Two or more Bigbot wild symbols fully landing in a base game will trigger the Bigbot 
respin feature. The number of respins are equal to the number of Bigbot wild symbols 
that fully land in the triggering spin. All full reel Bigbot wild symbols remain on the 
reels for the duration of the respin feature, while each additional Robotto that appears 
awards one additional respin.

Mystery Nudge
If Bigbot Wild symbols appear on two or more reels in the base game, there is the 
chance that any partial Bigbot Wild symbol will nudge to fully cover the reel. During 
the respin feature, any partial Bigbot Wild symbol may also nudge into position to 
fully cover the reel. 

Big Win  15x +  1 in 113 

Super Win 40x +  1 in 226 

WIN PROBABILITIES

Mega Win  70x +  1 in 587 

Epic Win  100x +   1 in 1146 

TBA

Quickspin Promote

Feature Trigger

Achievements

Achievements races

Challenges 

YES

YES

YES

YES

Flexible Free rounds

Game events

RTP

Base Game

Free Spins

33,00%

37,73%

25,78%

Bigbot Wilds Respin

Free Spins
Three bonus symbols in the same spin initiate 
eight free spins. One additional free spin is 
also awarded for every BigBot Wild symbol 
fully landing on the reels. Any partial Bigbot 
Wild symbol landing during Free Spins is 
guaranteed to nudge to fully cover the reel. 
The free spins feature will pay until no free 
spins remain and cannot be triggered. 

bigbotcrew

 4,96 

YES

Tournaments

Total 96,51%

in 1 billion spins   5203,2 xbet

MAX PAYOUT

100x bet    1 in 1146

PROBABILITY OF WINNING


